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‘I have always found Smirthwaite 
to be caring. They care about the 
needs of my clients, they listen to 
what I need and they care about 
providing the child with the very 
best solution.’ 
Claire, Occupational Therapist, South West
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chailey

Toilet seat package

The Chailey seat is available as a 

toilet seat only and comes with a 

universal Toilet mounting bracket, 

so no floor fixing is required. Its 

compact design enables you to 

easily assist your child, even when 

bathroom space is at a minimum. 

Mobile stainless steel 
package 

Our Stainless steel mobile frame 

complements the Chailey toilet 

seat to provide a two-in-one mobile 

toileting and showering chair.  

For added convenience the frame 

folds for easy storage. 

The Chailey is available in 
a choice of two packages:
• Chailey toilet seat package  
 comes with the mounting bracket  
 and full harness as standard. The  
 seat can be used in conjunction  
 with a standard toilet.

• Chailey mobile stainless steel  
 toileting and showering  
 package comes with a stainless  
 steel mobile frame, footrest  
 and full harness. Ideal solution     
 for toileting and showering.

Stainless steel mobile 
frame for Chailey toilet seat  
CODE MF003 – MF004 
Collapsible for storage

White

Colour range

1 Must be factory fitted at the time the product is ordered
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chailey 
accessories

Stainless steel footrest 
CODE FR027 

Provides height adjustable  
foot support

Footstraps for footrest 
(available with new  
footrests only)1  

CODE ST032  

Supports and maintains foot position

Toilet mounting bracket 
CODE BR001 

Allows mounting of the seat on  
the toilet

Pan 
CODE BW003 

Collection pan which fixes on to the 
Chailey mobile base 

Padded seat cover  
(seat lining) 
CODE CL001 - CL003 

Provides extra comfort and  
protection of the skin

Full harness 
CODE HN013 - HN014 

Safety harness helps to support hip 
and trunk

Padded shoulder strap 
CODE PD034 

Provides additional support and 
comfort over the shoulders

Padded jacket with zip 
CODE HN042 - HN044  

Provides support with the added 
ability to zip or unzip the padded 
jacket

Samba style headrest1 
CODE HT014 - HT015  

Provides extra head support             
Can be shaped by adjusting the sides 

Available in 2 sizes

1 Must be factory fitted at the time the product is ordered 
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bath chair

Bath Chair technical data
all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Size 1 2

Code

Seat height

Seat width

Seat depth

Back height

User weight (kg)

Shipping weight (kg)

7607

35

350

250

470

35

5

7609

35

350

325

560

35

8

Slimline and safe

Bath time for children is an  

opportunity to play with siblings 

and parents. Our Bath Chair’s 

slimline design gives your child 

more space and freedom to bathe 

without restrictions. Handling  

the chair is also easy due to its  

lightweight frame. 

Adjustable

Our Bath Chair has an easy adjustable 

pommel so that the legs can be  

positioned slightly apart for better 

stability. The harness also offers  

various adjustments to suit your 

child’s needs. 

The Bath Chair comes with an 

adjustable harness and adjustable 

pommel as standard.

Telescopic handrail 
CODE HR012  

Length range: 470-700mm 

Shipping weight: 1kg 

Holding the handrail helps to  

maintain seating balance

White

Colour range
bath chair 
accessories

direct
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bath corner chair

Bath Corner Chair technical data 
all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Size 1 2

Code

Seat height

Seat width

Seat depth

Back height

User weight (kg)

Shipping weight (kg)

7511

75

340

280

350

30

3

7512

75

340

330

460

35

4

Improves sitting balance whilst bathing

More support

Our Bath Corner Chair is designed 

for children who require a little  

extra help with sitting balance 

whilst bathing. This is achieved by 

its angled back and hand rail, both 

of which provide additional security.

Adjustable

Like the Bath Chair, our Bath Corner 

Chair provides numerous levels of 

adjustment. The pommel and pelvic 

strap can be adjusted to suit each 

individual child’s needs. 

Compact

Lightweight and easy to clean, the 

Bath Corner Chair has a perfectly 

compact design. This allows it to sit 

low in the bath enabling your child 

to fully extend their legs in complete 

comfort. Its size also enables it to 

fit a wide range of baths. 

White

Colour range

direct
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bath corner chair 
accessories 

The Bath Corner Chair comes  

complete with velcro pelvic strap, 

adjustable pommel, telescopic 

back rail and telescopic handrail  

as standard.

Telescopic handrail  
CODE HR012 
(pictured on the Bath Chair) 

Holding the handrail helps to  

maintain seating balance

Bath back pad 

CODE PD025 

Provides extra comfort

“The Bath Corner Chair gives  
my child extra support and helps  
me to bathe her.”
   
Christine, Mum, Reading

White

Colour range

direct


